Facile formulation of near-infrared light-triggered hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles based on mitochondria targeting for on-demand chemo/photothermal/photodynamic therapy.
The incorporation of chemo/photothermal/photodynamic therapy in subcellular organelles such as mitochondria has attracted extensive attention recently. Here, we designed mitochondria-targeted hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles (THMSNs) loaded biocompatible phase-change material L-menthol (LM) via a facile method. Meanwhile, antitumor drug doxorubicin (DOX) and near-infrared (NIR) dye indocyanine green (ICG) approved by FDA were simultaneously encapsulated into THMSNs, denoted as THMSNs@LMDI, which showed NIR radiation triggered capacity for cancer treatment. With the mitochondria-targeted ability of triphenylphosphine, the resulting THMSNs@LMDI showed evidently improved cellular internalization and specific accumulation in mitochondria. Under NIR irradiation, the versatile ICG would be bound to simultaneously produce photodynamic and photothermal therapy. Meanwhile, in view of the solid-liquid phase transition feature of gatekeeper LM, THMSNs@LMDI provided a platform for NIR-mediated temperature-responsive DOX release. As a matter of course, these smart subcellular organelle-THMSNs could serve as an effective drug delivery platform for site-specific on-demand chemo/photothermal/photodynamic therapy of cancer.